
A professional font manager is part of every fast-paced design workflow. 
It gives you the power to focus on creativity without getting in the way of 
your work. Suitcase Fusion takes the effort out of font management and 
makes it simple to stay organized.  

Cloud-Connected with TypeSync
Never worry about losing fonts, or transferring them from one 
machine to another. Save your entire font collection in the cloud,  
with the Extensis TypeSync cloud service included FREE with  
Suitcase Fusion 7. 

Save your font library in the cloud and it’s then easy to 
instantaneously synchronize it to another machine. Whether you’re 
upgrading to a new machine, or simply synchronizing your library to 
your second installation of Suitcase Fusion (included free with your 
purchase) TypeSync makes it easy.

Adobe After Effects Font Auto-Activation
Motion designers rejoice! Live type is now much easier to consistently 
use in your compositions. 

This NEW first-in-class plug-in embeds Font Sense metadata into your 
projects, ensuring that you’ll never need to go digging deep into your 
project to locate and replace missing fonts again. 

WHAT’S NEW
Effortless Font Organization
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Available for Macintosh® or Windows®

For more information and system requirements see  
www.extensis.com/suitcase/

OS X El Capitan and  
Windows 10 Support
Whether you’re fully up to date, or a few versions 
back, Suitcase Fusion 7 has you covered with broad 
operating system support.

Global Smart Searches
It’s now easier than ever to locate fonts wherever they may reside in your 
font libraries. Smart Searches can now search and give your results across 
all of the font libraries that you need. 


